
OUR COMMUNITIES AND AGING 

 

I.  The point at issue 

Quite a large sector of the institute in Europe and in North America, which means more than 50% 
of its total membership, has to face the problem of the aging of the Brothers. The other regions of 
the institute also have elderly Brothers in their communities. 

Would it be appropriate that this situation be discussed during the general chapter and that 
we set down a few guidelines that would allow us as an institute to deal better with this 
reality, this challenge, among other things in what relates to our structure and to our 
vision? 

We already know that aging has consequences on: 
- administration 
- mission 
- animation 

II.  Insights 

At the center of our concern, a strong belief 
Age, sickness, type of involvement, level of competence, etc. do not alter our religious reality. Up to 
the end, we are dealing with «the religious». Also in this case  being is more important than doing 
and appearances. 

When everything is falling off, the «religious» in us remains. 

By profession, we are consecrated perpetually as religious. 

What we cannot avoid: lucidity 
In the Western World, statistics clearly show that religious are growing old, in many cases very old. 
We just have to consult the Annuaire of the Institute and give a careful look at some regions to 
confirm this. 

In this situation we need wisdom and discernment: 
- What should we leave out? 
- What should we prioritize? 
- What is to be done to maintain hope?  

Health and the elderly 

Maurice Bellet1 points out that there are two different groups of elderly people and the date of 

birth is in no way taken into consideration. 

In the first group, the elderly have already crossed over to the other shore; they are not present 
(unaware of things and people); they can’t communicate and they don’t remember things. For 
people living with these «unreachable» persons, are left only compassion and dedicated care. 

In the second group, the one that we will deal with for our purpose, the person walks around, 
eats, sleeps, talks, has relations. These elderly people are still able to cooperate and to contribute. 

Jean-Claude Lavigne2, in his book on religious life, has stressed that elderly people can always 
contribute to the mission in one of the three following areas: 

- under the head of generosity: assistance and volunteering 
- under the head of pastoral work: pastoral and liturgical animation 
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- under the head of spiritual direction: listening to persons going through distressful situations, 
or to persons simply disoriented. 

Prevention 
Maurice Bellet identifies four unhealthy situations that threaten elderly people. Those in charge 
should be careful that some Brothers be kept safe against them. Those threats are isolation, the 
feeling of being useless, withdrawal and despair. 

 

A fruitful setting apart 
The expression «fruitful setting apart» is borrowed from Jean Claude Lavigne’s book, to which we 
have already referred. Religious life, we know, is already a «setting apart» as the etymology of the 
word «CONSACRED» points out; to be consecrated is to be separated, to be «set apart». And 
justly so, this «setting apart» must not be «regressive», «fruitless», but fruitful. 

Three things help to bear fruit: love, activity and prayer. 

 

III. Topics for discussion 

Using the questions below, you are invited to share on the consequences of aging in our 
congregation; you’ll notice that we refer to the three aspects that we have already mentioned. 

a) Administration 
- If we take into account the aging of the Brothers, and if we also take into account the 

resources in personnel and the financial resources, should we soon think about 
«redoing» our administrative units? 

- To perform duties in leadership and to perform duties in administration in the 
community, should we soon consider getting help of lay collaborators? Is there a 
possibility of contemplating a form of regrouping with other institutes? 

 

b) Mission 
- What our mission should be in regions where the Brothers are aging rapidly and 

where there are no new vocations ? 

- Is aging forcing us to «revisit» our mission? 

 

c) Animation 
- What content would you suggest in a message of which the title is: «Our old Brothers 

shall prophesy»? 

- When we’re working on an animation approach, how not to exclude a category of 
Brothers when dealing with the reality of a great difference between ages? 

 

IV.  Resolutions 

- After having discussed this concern, are you ready to present some resolutions to the 
members of the general chapter? 

 


